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Using the VUsing the V--PROCESS for Production PROCESS for Production 
and Prototype Casting Requirementsand Prototype Casting Requirements

What is the VWhat is the V--PROCESS and how it worksPROCESS and how it works

VV--PROCESS produces castings with a smooth PROCESS produces castings with a smooth 
surface, and excellent detail. They may be surface, and excellent detail. They may be 
machined, painted and used as a production partmachined, painted and used as a production part



What is the VWhat is the V--PROCESS PROCESS 
One of the newest casting processes; One of the newest casting processes; 
the the ““VV--PROCESSPROCESS”” in which in which unbondedunbonded
sand is held in place in the mold by a sand is held in place in the mold by a 
vacuum. In this process the pattern is vacuum. In this process the pattern is 
covered by a tightly conforming thin covered by a tightly conforming thin 
sheet of plastic which is applied with sheet of plastic which is applied with 
vacuum after being heated. A flask is vacuum after being heated. A flask is 
placed over the plastic coated pattern, placed over the plastic coated pattern, 
and is filled with freeand is filled with free--flowing sand. flowing sand. 
Another sheet of plastic is placed over Another sheet of plastic is placed over 
the top of the sand in the flask and the the top of the sand in the flask and the 
flask is evacuated. The vacuum flask is evacuated. The vacuum 
"hardens" the sand so the pattern can "hardens" the sand so the pattern can 
be withdrawn. The other half of the mold be withdrawn. The other half of the mold 
is made the same way. After cores are is made the same way. After cores are 
put in place, the mold is closed and put in place, the mold is closed and 
poured while still under vacuum. When poured while still under vacuum. When 
the metal has solidified, the vacuum is the metal has solidified, the vacuum is 
turned off and the sand runs out freely, turned off and the sand runs out freely, 
releasing the casting.releasing the casting.



In Choosing a Process You Must In Choosing a Process You Must 
Consider Casting RequirementsConsider Casting Requirements

1.  Does the casting have structural requirements?1.  Does the casting have structural requirements?
Pressure or VacuumPressure or Vacuum

2.  Is dimensional accuracy your prime importance?2.  Is dimensional accuracy your prime importance?
Dimensional stability Dimensional stability 

3.  What alloy do you require?3.  What alloy do you require?
4.  What test requirements or quality standards do4.  What test requirements or quality standards do

you need?you need?

All this helps you decide where to go.All this helps you decide where to go.



Advantages of VAdvantages of V--ProcessProcess

1.  No Draft1.  No Draft

2.  Accurate Tolerances2.  Accurate Tolerances

3.  Unlimited Pattern Life3.  Unlimited Pattern Life

4.  Smooth Surface Finish 125 RMS4.  Smooth Surface Finish 125 RMS

5.  Thin Wall Thickness5.  Thin Wall Thickness

6.  Economic Prototype and Production Quantities6.  Economic Prototype and Production Quantities



VV--PROCESS Prototype PROCESS Prototype 
ApplicationsApplications

CAD Model to Castings inCAD Model to Castings in
22--4 weeks4 weeks
Large or Small CastingsLarge or Small Castings
Same Lead TimeSame Lead Time

Prototype Quantities 5 Prototype Quantities 5 -- 500500



VV--PROCESS Production PROCESS Production 
ApplicationsApplications

The only difference between prototype and production 
tooling is the additional impressions that may be added 
to the pattern to fully utilize the entire mold cavity

Medical DevicesMedical Devices
ComputerComputer
InstrumentationInstrumentation
Electronic EnclosuresElectronic Enclosures

Production QuantitiesProduction Quantities

5,000 5,000 -- 10,00010,000



What is the V-PROCESS
Metals: Aluminum (A356, 356, 319, 339)  

Heat Treat  (T5, T51, T6)

Flask Sizes: 15” x  20” x  6”/6” 380 x 380 x 150 / 150mm                
36” x  36” x  9”/9” 915 x 915 x 230 / 230mm
36” x  48” x  12”/12” 915 x 1220 x 300 / 300mm
36”x24” x 12”x12” 915x 610 x 300/300 mm

Tolerances: One side of parting line ± .010" up to 1".  Over 1" add ±
.002"/in. Across parting line add ± .010".
Additional tolerance required for cored surfaces

Surface Finish: V-Process 125RMS to 150RMS    Cored 150RMS to 250RMS

Minimum Draft Requirements: Zero,  None Required

Normal Minimum Section Thickness:  .125” (2.5mm)





Tolerance ComparisonTolerance Comparison



VV--PROCESS DemonstrationPROCESS Demonstration



The VThe V--PROCESS SequencePROCESS Sequence
1.                                   2.                         1.                                   2.                         3. 3. 

4.                                   5.                         4.                                   5.                         6. 6. 

7.                                   8.                         7.                                   8.                         9. 9. 



How the VHow the V--PROCESS WorksPROCESS Works
Step #1Step #1

Pattern is placed in a hollow pattern Pattern is placed in a hollow pattern 
carriercarrier



How the VHow the V--PROCESS WorksPROCESS Works
Step #2Step #2

A thin sheet of plastic film is heated A thin sheet of plastic film is heated 
and vacuum fitted to the patternand vacuum fitted to the pattern



How the VHow the V--PROCESS WorksPROCESS Works
Step #3Step #3

Pattern is now covered (shrinkPattern is now covered (shrink--wrapped) wrapped) 
with a thin sheet of plastic film with a thin sheet of plastic film 



How the VHow the V--PROCESS WorksPROCESS Works
Step #4Step #4

Flask is placed around the filmFlask is placed around the film--covered covered 
pattern pattern 



How the VHow the V--PROCESS WorksPROCESS Works
Step #5Step #5

Flask is filled with a fine, dry unbonded Flask is filled with a fine, dry unbonded 
sand. A slight vibration compacts the sand. A slight vibration compacts the 
sand to maximum bulk density sand to maximum bulk density 



How the VHow the V--PROCESS WorksPROCESS Works
Step #6Step #6

A second sheet of plastic film is placed on A second sheet of plastic film is placed on 
top of the mold  and vacuum is applied to top of the mold  and vacuum is applied to 
the flask and released from the patternthe flask and released from the pattern



How the VHow the V--PROCESS WorksPROCESS Works
Step #7Step #7

The flask is stripped off the pattern and The flask is stripped off the pattern and 
placed on the pouring line placed on the pouring line 



How the VHow the V--PROCESS PROCESS 
WorksWorks

The other half of the mold is produced The other half of the mold is produced 
in a similar manner (steps 1 thru 7) in a similar manner (steps 1 thru 7) 
and aligned to the first halfand aligned to the first half



How the VHow the V--PROCESS WorksPROCESS Works
Step #8Step #8

The cope and drag assembly form a The cope and drag assembly form a 
plasticplastic--lined cavity ready to be filled lined cavity ready to be filled 
with aluminumwith aluminum



How the VHow the V--PROCESS WorksPROCESS Works
Step #9Step #9

The cope and drag assembly while  The cope and drag assembly while  
remaining under vacuum are pouredremaining under vacuum are poured



How the VHow the V--PROCESS WorksPROCESS Works
Step #10Step #10

After the metal has solidified the After the metal has solidified the 
vacuum is releasedvacuum is released



EXAMPLES OF NO DRAFT APPLICATIONS



Tolerance IssuesTolerance Issues
FlatnessFlatness
StraighteningStraightening
DimensionalDimensional

Geometry ReviewGeometry Review
Hard to Feed AreasHard to Feed Areas
Isolated SectionsIsolated Sections



ConsiderationsConsiderations
1. Isolated Bosses1. Isolated Bosses

2. Lack of Strength2. Lack of Strength

3. Thin Wall Thickness3. Thin Wall Thickness



Wall ThicknessWall Thickness
Walls as thin as .090 in exceptional cases.Walls as thin as .090 in exceptional cases.
.125 .125 -- .150 and normal.150 and normal
.50 or more are possible. .50 or more are possible. 

Part Size Part Size 
3030”” x 40x 40”” Large sizeLarge size
77”” small sizesmall size

AlloyAlloy
AA--356  and  319356  and  319

QuantitiesQuantities
Prototype to production (5,000 Prototype to production (5,000 -- 10,000 per year)10,000 per year)



Cost DriversCost Drivers

Size of parts / number of impressionsSize of parts / number of impressions
Complexity of geometry / molds per shiftComplexity of geometry / molds per shift

Cores, and complexityCores, and complexity
Amount of time required for cleaning and Amount of time required for cleaning and 

grinding.grinding.
Weight of castingWeight of casting

Heat treat requirementsHeat treat requirements
Testing, XTesting, X--rays, Certification, Test barsrays, Certification, Test bars



Cores and Their UsesCores and Their Uses

A core is made A core is made 
from chemically from chemically 
bonded sandbonded sand

Accuracy is Accuracy is 
affectedaffected

Surface finish is Surface finish is 
affectedaffected



VV--PROCESS ToolingPROCESS Tooling

Soft tooling quick to buildSoft tooling quick to build Wood, Plastic, EpoxyWood, Plastic, Epoxy
Does not wear outDoes not wear out

Revisions are made easilyRevisions are made easily
No draft requiredNo draft required

Rapid deliveryRapid delivery



Epoxy Patterns Created from Epoxy Patterns Created from 
Machined MoldsMachined Molds



Completed CastingCompleted Casting
Delivered in 1 Delivered in 1 -- 2  Weeks2  Weeks



Examples of
V-PROCESS Castings
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REMOLDING AN INDUSTRYREMOLDING AN INDUSTRY
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